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Why bother?
Before you start, define
5 basics to record
Helpful extras
How-to; some suggestions











< 40 Sites, ~20 treated



< 70 Sites



~140 Sites, 260 Landowners contacted





Send permission seeking letters
Collect/track permissions
Survey- collect data
Treat- collect data
Follow-up surveys
Data compilation
Report



 Site: 
• Sites exist independently of the presence of plants.
• Site boundaries should be set for the life of the project– they should not 

change over time.
• Easiest to set a pre-defined area like a single parcel or artificial grid within 

a park. 
 Choose a size that is both descriptive and manageable for the type of work you are 

doing (i.e. addresses both the need for landowner contact and locating areas in the field)

• Avoid nebulous definitions like making each “patch” a site as it will be 
difficult to know where these boundaries are over time and difficult to 
describe new sites.

• Make sure your definition will account for all areas of your landscape 
without gaps or overlap.

• Take the time to map out your defined site areas at the beginning of a 
project (this is why “parcel” is an easy definition since someone else has 
already done this work for you)





 Area: 
• The definition of “area” includes three parts: “area surveyed”, “area 

infested”, and “area treated”.
• Decide if you are tracking net or gross area. In highly infested regions, this 

may be the same at the beginning of  a project, but will change over time.
 Gross area will track the total footprint of the plants on the site.

 Net area will track the total footprint (outline) of plants on the site if they were squished 
into one spot and then measured.

• If using gross area consider using it in combination with a percent cover 
that will yield the net area when multiplied. Knotweed (and other 
invasives) often occupy the same overall footprint for a long time, but will 
decrease significantly in net area, making it easier to see progress by 
either tracking net area or a percent cover.

• Consider the concept of “patches” as separate from site (i.e. a single site 
may include several patches of knotweed), and consider how to define a 
total area for the site that accounts for multiple patches. 
 In this case, you may choose to define anything over a certain distance as a distinct 

patch, and calculate a gross footprint by adding together the areas of the patches.





 Controlled:
• Differentiate between “treated”, “controlled”, and “eradicated”.
• Weed control more similarly mirrors maintenance work than capital 

work and should be tracked as such.
• Consider control work a repeated annual activity and determine what 

situations will meet this threshold. For instance, more than one 
treatment might be necessary at a site before calling it controlled for 
the season.

• The term “controlled” is usually only applicable for one growing 
season as this matches the plant’s natural life cycle. 

• Anticipate needing to repeatedly treat and control a site. This makes it 
important to track the date the work is completed as “yes/no” will not 
give you sufficient information in succeeding years to know what was 
accomplished. 



Maximum area (including 0)
Date(s) treated 
Who did the treatment work
Which control method/chemical was 

used and at what rate
 If working on private sites, date

permission from landowner received

**Each item should be tracked per site per 
year.



Area surveyed
Who did the survey work
Habitat type or land use (roadside, 

riparian, upland, etc.)
Percent cover of plants found
Dates of any contact with landowners
Type of contact made with landowners
Who gave permission to treat
Qualitative notes





 Sites defined by parcel 
lines or road segments 
(use GIS layers)

 Infested area: gross area 
defined by smallest 
perimeter you can draw 
around any plants within 
50 feet of each other

 Controlled: plants treated 
during the growing 
season, rechecked for 
efficacy where possible



Decide what equipment to use
• KCNWCP uses a combination of paper records 

(maps with aerials and log sheets) and GPS units 
(Trimble units and Garmin units) to track data in the 
field

• Most GPS units will run a track log without needing 
the user to enter any information

Decide what information to collect: balance 
detail with practicality for field workers. 
Crews will often not do a very good job of 
taking lots of notes



 Here, crews and staff 
used Garmin 76c and 
78c GPS units with a 
tracklog running

 Each point taken was 
equivalent to 1 sqft of 
treated knotweed 
unless noted otherwise 
in the spray record for 
the day

 GPS records 
downloaded and daily 
paper spray logs 
turned in at the end of 
treatment



 When GPS units weren’t 
available, crews drew maps 

 Colors indicated areas 
treated (black), and areas of 
knotweed not treated (red, 
not present in example)

 Staff digitized these maps by 
hand in the office

 Maps produced this way 
often resemble just using 
tracklogs and have less 
detail



 All data is combined into two 
shapefiles: one for area 
surveyed, one for knotweed 
found

 Data was buffered into 
polygons to show the actual 
distribution on the landscape

 Tracklogs have a 50’ buffer 
(assume people can see 
about that far)

 Points have a radius buffer to 
result in the area of the point 
taken (usually 1 sqft, but 
more where noted)

 Hand drawn areas are 
included in these polygon 
layers



 Buffered treatment 
polygons are 
aggregated together in 
ArcView based on area 
definitions: all areas 
within 50’ of each other 
are grouped together

 The resulting 
aggregated polygons 
are cut apart along 
parcel lines and joined 
to their appropriate 
parcels



 Information from spray records, field 
notes, and daily logs goes into the 
attribute table



 Tabular data is uploaded 
to the program’s 
relational database 
where it can be analyzed 
for season reporting

 Next season, the data in 
the database will form 
the site history and 
information for each site

 The database is used to 
track interactions with 
landowners, create 
mailing lists, and create 
daily site lists




